
Company Overview

Our factory Alahlam was established in 1998 on an area of two hectare & a half. As the factory i
s supplied with modern & specialized machines
We are manufacturing the following:
1-foam with all sizes & pressures 
2-arthoubidich mattresses with wire, luxury fabric & foam
3-fiber pillows
In addition to the high quality we also provide free deliveries

  Al-ahlam Factory for Producing Mattresses and Pillows
  

Alahlam factory was founded in 1998 on an area of an acre in Boatni , Benghazi / Libya , and
with a manufacturing power of 40 tons monthly, 480 tons annual of foam production . In 2004,
the factory has been expanded to be on an area of an acre and a half and it has been
developed by adding a new max foam machine line for producing more foam of a special quality
. 
The max foam machine factory now produces 300 tons of foam monthly which is 4800 tons
annual . In addition , it produces foam of different densities : ( 12/14 , 18/20 , 20/22 , 26/28 ,
28/30 , 30/32 ) and there are big halls for cutting and figuring foam according to customers'
demand as well as manufacturing foam for medical mattresses . 
In 2005 , the factory has been expanded into 2.5 acres and a new line was added for producing
spring mattresses in different kinds and sizes and with a manufacturing power of 20000
mattresses monthly , as well as adding line for manufacturing rolled mattresses , with a
manufacturing power of 10000 pieces monthly . 
Moreover , a modern line for manufacturing pillows ( normal pillows as well as  medical pillows
filled with fiber and polyfiber )  with a manufacturing power of 2000 pillows at once .
Also , there are  warehouses in the factory for storing raw materials , chemicals used in
manufacturing foam , raw materials for  manufacturing  pillows and mattresses , and
warehouses for storing ready-made mattresses  and medical pillows so that it is suitable for
receiving and delivering with all customers . 
Including the mentioned products , the factory furnishes hospitals and hotels and provides
furniture shows with stocks . The factory is one of the most avant Libyan factories in this field
because of its special products with high qualities which are suitable to the international
specifications . 
The factory involves a good staff of well-qualified and trained Libyan workers and officers with a
good experiences in this field . The factory shops its products and provides the best services to
its customers , also delivers the products through some distribution channels .
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